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Abstract.

Recent ground-based measurements at the International Center for Light-

ning Research and Testing (ICLRT) have greatly improved our knowledge

of the energetics, fluence, and evolution of X-ray emissions during natural

cloud-to-ground (CG) and rocket-triggered lightning flashes. In this paper,

using Monte Carlo simulations and the response matrix of unshielded detec-

tors in the Thunderstorm Energetic Radiation Array (TERA), we calculate

the energy spectra of X-rays as would be detected by TERA and directly com-

pare with the observational data during event MSE 10-01. The good agree-

ment obtained between TERA measurements and theoretical calculations

supports the mechanism of X-ray production by thermal runaway electrons

during the negative corona flash stage of stepping lightning leaders. Mod-

eling results also suggest that measurements of X-ray bursts can be used to

estimate the approximate range of potential drop of lightning leaders. More-

over, the X-ray images produced during the leader stepping process in nat-

ural negative CG discharges, including both the evolution and morpholog-

ical features, are theoretically quantified. We show that the compact emis-
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sion pattern as recently observed in X-ray images is likely produced by X-

rays originating from the source region and the diffuse emission pattern can

be explained by the Compton scattering effects.
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1. Introduction

Ground-based detectors have recently revealed that both natural cloud-to-ground (CG)

[Moore et al., 2001] and rocket-triggered lightning flashes [Dwyer et al., 2003] are associ-

ated with intense bursts of X-ray emissions. Different from the long-duration gamma-ray

radiation measured during thunderstorms [e.g., Chilingarian et al., 2010], these X-ray

bursts have a typical duration as short as fractions of a microsecond and a characteris-

tic energy spectra extending up to a few MeVs [e.g., Dwyer et al., 2004, 2012]. More

detailed studies of this radiation phenomenon have been carried out at the International

Center for Lightning Research and Testing (ICLRT) using the Thunderstorm Energetic

Radiation Array (TERA) [e.g., Saleh et al., 2009; Schaal et al., 2012] and a pinhole-type

high-speed X-ray Camera (XCAM) [e.g., Dwyer et al., 2011; Schaal et al., 2014]. TERA

observations have brought important insights into the energetics and brightness of these

X-ray emissions. Schaal et al. [2012] have shown that X-ray bursts detected during both

natural CGs and rocket-triggered lightning discharges can be explained by an electron

source with a characteristic energy less than 3 MeV and a maximum production rate of

1017 electrons/s.

X-ray images captured by XCAM have provided a novel perspective on the temporal

and spatial evolution of X-ray production. By comparing X-ray images with concurrent

measurements of nearby electric field derivative waveforms during two triggered lightning

events, Dwyer et al. [2011] have pointed out that X-ray bursts originate at the tip region

of dart leaders. In addition, Schaal et al. [2014] have performed detailed analysis on the

X-ray structure of triggered lightning discharges and found that lightning leaders exhibit
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both diffuse and compact emission patterns in X-ray images, and that the electric charge

contained in the X-ray source region, with a radius between 2–3 m, is approximately 10−4

C.

Extensive observations have been made by the aforementioned instruments, but the

mechanism of X-ray production is still uncertain. The mechanism of relativistic run-

away electron avalanches (RREA) [Gurevich et al., 1992] has so far provided a very good

agreement with satellite measurements of gamma-ray radiation from intracloud lightning

discharges: terrestrial gamma-ray flashes [Dwyer and Smith, 2005], and the gamma-ray

radiation measured at mountain tops [e.g., Chilingarian et al., 2010]. However, it has been

suggested that this mechanism is inconsistent with the energy spectra of X-rays measured

during natural CG or triggered lightning flashes [e.g., Dwyer , 2004; Schaal et al., 2012;

Arabshahi et al., 2015]. Alternatively, Celestin and Pasko [2011] have shown theoreti-

cally how these X-ray bursts can originate from the bremsstrahlung radiation of thermal

runaway electrons produced during the negative corona flash stage of stepping lightning

leaders. On the basis of this mechanism, the derived energy spectrum of X-rays result-

ing from typical −CG stepped leaders, without considering the detector response, has

been found to resemble that measured by TERA [Xu et al., 2014]. However, in order

to accurately interpret X-ray measurements and unravel the source mechanism, a direct

comparison between observed energy spectra and theoretical calculations with the detec-

tor response taken into consideration is of critical significance. For this purpose, Monte

Carlo simulations are employed in cooperation with the response matrix of unshielded

TERA detectors, with the goals to quantify, from first principles, (1) the X-ray energy
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spectra as would be recorded by TERA detectors and (2) the X-ray images produced by

stepping lightning leaders during natural −CG discharges.

2. Model Formulation

The present work builds on the modeling study of Xu et al. [2014] and is developed

based on the mechanism of X-ray production by thermal runaway electrons (see Celestin

and Pasko [2011] and references therein for discussion of related phenomenon). During

the negative corona flash stage of stepping lightning leaders, the exponential growth of the

potential differences in streamers gives rise to the production of thermal runaway electrons

with a characteristic energy of ∼65 keV. These thermal runaway electrons can be further

accelerated by the inhomogeneous electric field near the tip region of the lightning leader.

First, the method of moments was used to compute the electric field produced near the

tip region of −CG lightning leaders. Second, using Monte Carlo models, we simulated the

acceleration of thermal runaway electrons in the electric field obtained in the first step and

the transport of resultant bremsstrahlung X-rays in the atmosphere. Modeling results of

the first two steps have been reported in [Xu et al., 2014] and are directly used in this work.

Finally, the energy spectra are derived from Monte Carlo simulations with the knowledge

about the response function of TERA detectors for incident X-rays. By calculating the

incident angles of photons with respect to the detector surface, we further quantify the X-

ray image. The simulation domain used for modeling X-ray images, as well as accelerating

thermal runaway electrons in the lightning leader field and the trajectories of those X-rays

that arrive at ground-based detectors, are schematically depicted in Figure 1a. Black dots

in this figure denote the locations where Compton scatterings by air molecules take place.
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The key parameter of this study is the potential drop formed in the tip region of

lightning leaders (named “potential drop” in the following for simplicity). It specifically

refers to the potential difference between the leader tip and the ambient potential at the

leader tip. Note that the potential drop defined herein is only a fraction of the potential

difference between the lightning leader tip and the ground. Typical values for the potential

difference between a downward-moving stepped-leader tip and ground are on the order

of some tens of megavolts [e.g., Rakov and Uman, 2003, p. 111]. Therefore, an order

of magnitude estimate for the potential drop in the tip region of stepped leaders would

be ∼10 MV [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, p. 163]. For lightning leaders with a potential

drop of a few tens of MV, thermal runaway electrons (seed electrons in the present work)

do not avalanche significantly following the RREA process and the corresponding energy

distribution does not exhibit the characteristic high-energy cutoff (7 MeV), as typical of

RREAs. For these reasons, the RREA process is not fully developed in the present study

of X-ray production during natural −CG discharges.

In the present work, we mainly investigate lightning leaders with a potential drop of

10 MV in the tip region. This value is chosen because it is representative, as an order of

magnitude estimate, for stepped leaders in −CGs [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, p. 163].

Additionally, Xu et al. [2014] have modeled the X-ray emissions by lightning leaders with

two potential drops: 5 MV and 10 MV. The most energetic X-rays arising from the 10

MV leader are more consistent with those measured at ground level, when compared with

the 5 MV leader. For the sake of comparison with TERA-measured X-ray spectra (Figure

1b), we have also simulated the X-ray production by lightning leaders with a potential
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drop of 50 MV. The potential drop of 10 MV represents common lightning leaders in

−CGs, while 50 MV represents extremely energetic ones.

We use the method of moments [Balanis , 1989, p. 670] in order to calculate the electric

field produced in the vicinity of a −CG lightning leader tip. Briefly, the lightning leader is

assumed to be an equipotential and perfectly conducting cylinder that is aligned with the

ambient large-scale electric field in the thunderstorm. The polarization of the leader in

the ambient field would result in a specific charge distribution. The method of moments

[Balanis , 1989, p. 670] is used to convert Maxwell’s equations into a set of matrix equations

in the volume of interest and to solve the electric charge distribution induced on the

channel. Knowing the charge distribution, this method allows for reconstructing the three-

dimensional electric field configuration near the negative end of the leader channel. The

potential difference between the leader tip and the ambient potential is approximately

Ul = E0l/2 [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, p. 54], where E0 is the ambient large-scale

thunderstorm electric field and l is the length of the unbranched leader channel. We have

studied lightning leaders with two potential drops: Ul = 10 MV (E0 = 0.2 kV/cm, l =

1 km) and Ul = 50 MV (E0 = 0.5 kV/cm, l = 2 km). In both cases, the radius of the

leader channel is chosen as 1 cm [Rakov and Uman, 2003, Section 4.4.6, p. 134].

We emphasize that the specific choices of these physical parameters would not signifi-

cantly change present modeling results as long as the resultant potential drop is the same.

A constant value is chosen for E0 because it allows straightforward physical interpreta-

tion of the potential drop and direct calculation of the electric field near the tip region.

Note that thermal runaway electrons produced during the negative corona flash stage are

assumed to have a characteristic energy of ∼65 keV [Celestin and Pasko, 2011]. The
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dynamic friction force for these electrons is approximately 6.4 keV/cm at ground level

air density [e.g., Moss et al., 2006, Figure 2]. Therefore, an ambient electric field with a

magnitude equal to or slightly larger than the RREA threshold electric field (defined for

minimum ionizing electrons) is incapable of overcoming the collisional energy loss that

thermal runaway electrons experience.

The Monte Carlo model employed for simulating the propagation and collisions of elec-

trons in air is similar to that described in Celestin and Pasko [2011]. The model is

three-dimensional (3-D) in the velocity space, 3-D in the configuration space, relativistic,

and simulates electrons with energies from sub-eV to GeV. In order to avoid the acceler-

ation of electrons in unphysically high electric fields [e.g., Celestin and Pasko, 2011], the

initial location of thermal runaway electrons is set at 15 cm and 80 cm from the leader tip

for the potential drop of 10 MV and 50 MV, respectively. The Monte Carlo model devel-

oped to simulate photon transport in the Earth’s atmosphere is similar to that described

in Østgaard et al. [2008]. Three main collision types for photons with energies between

10 keV and 100 MeV are considered: photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering, and

electron-positron pair production. We emphasize that the set of Monte Carlo models has

been validated through calculations of TGF energy spectra based on the RREA theory

and a very good agreement has been obtained with previous published results [Dwyer and

Smith, 2005; Celestin et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012, 2015].

As lightning leader propagates towards the ground, the potential drop formed in the

tip region may undergo significant changes. The leader tip approaching the ground is

associated with a three dimensional network of leaders extending from many kilometers

above, which also spread for several kilometers horizontally [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000].
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In the present work, we assume that the potential drop at the leader tip remains constant

during subsequent steps and use the following additional simplifications. First, lightning

leaders propagate vertically downward towards the ground (see Figure 1a) in a series of

discrete steps [Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000, p. 84] and X-rays are emitted solely after the

establishment of a new leader step [Dwyer et al., 2005]. The length of leader steps is chosen

to be 10 m and 20 m [e.g., Rakov and Uman, 2003; Tran et al., 2014; Qi et al., 2016] for the

potential drop of 10 MV and 50 MV, respectively. Note that the step length is only used in

the calculation of X-ray energy spectrum (Figure 1b) and energy deposition (Figure 1c).

Second, it is assumed that the potential drop formed in the leader tip region is invariant

during the stepping process. Considering that the energy distribution of bremsstrahlung

photons is mainly controlled by the potential drop [Celestin et al., 2015], we also assume

that X-ray bursts emitted at each leader step follow the same energy distribution as would

be produced by the 10 MV [e.g., Xu et al., 2014, Figure 2] or 50 MV lightning leader.

The angular distribution of these X-rays is assumed to be isotropic within a downward

solid angle of 2π, as suggested by Saleh et al. [2009].

Concerning the spatial distributions of source X-rays, it is assumed that they are uni-

formly produced within a hemisphere centered at the leader tip, representing the associ-

ated streamer zone [e.g., Xu et al., 2014]. The radius of the streamer zone can be estimated

using its proportionality with the potential drop of lightning leaders [e.g., Celestin and

Pasko, 2011; Bazelyan and Raizer , 2000]. The values for lightning leaders with potential

drops of 10 MV and 50 MV are 4 m and 20 m, respectively. However, it is difficult to esti-

mate theoretically the number of high-energy photons produced by a lightning leader. As

pointed out by Celestin et al. [2015], the number of photons with energies greater than 10
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keV produced by a typical −CG stepped leader is expected to be on the order of 1011–1012

(see Celestin et al. [2015] and references therein for discussion of related derivation).

In the present modeling of leader stepping process, we have not considered the effects

of ground proximity and leader branching. The effect of ground proximity could enhance

the electric field produced near the tip region of lightning leaders and the effect of leader

branching could lower the electric potential that stepping leaders transport down to the

ground. In principle, different lightning leaders approaching the ground may form various

potential drops with various time dynamics. In the present work, we consider a greatly

simplified system with a unique time-independent magnitude of the potential drop. The

results obtained using this assumption are presented and discussed in the following sec-

tions.

The dynamics of lightning leaders is fundamentally different between natural −CG

discharges and triggered lightning and, in this study, we focus on natural −CGs. The X-

ray emissions measured at ground level during −CGs are intrinsically different from the

long-duration gamma-ray fluxes measured at mountain tops [Chilingarian et al., 2010] in

terms of total duration and energy spectra [e.g., Dwyer et al., 2012]. Because of these

differences, we only investigate the submicrosecond X-ray bursts recorded at ground level

by TERA. Among previously published TERA measurements, energy spectrum has only

been reported for one −CG event: MSE 10-01 [Schaal et al., 2012, Figure 10]. MSE 10-01

was measured by the Multiple Station Experiment (MSE) on June 30, 2010 at ICLRT.

As explained in [Schaal et al., 2012], “MSE refers to a natural flash and is followed by

the year”, e.g., 10 for 2010, “and the flash number”, e.g., 01. The stepped leader in this

event had an average speed of 4.22×105 m/s [e.g., Schaal et al., 2012] and Schaal et al.
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[2012] have reported TERA measurements of X-ray radiation 891 µs prior to the time of

the return stroke. X-ray bursts were recorded during the propagation from approximately

376 m altitude to the ground. This range of altitudes and the leader speed are adopted

herein as a reference in the modeling of the stepping process.

For the sake of direct comparison with TERA measurements, we spatially average the

energy spectra obtained in our simulations at given radial distances from the burst location

using the distribution of TERA stations [Schaal et al., 2012, Figure 4]. This technique is

based on the assumed radial symmetry of the system and largely increases the statistics

of modeling results at a given radial distance. In particular, the first step of spectra

calculation is collecting photons that arrive at ground level using concentric rings with

a horizontal width of 100 m between the inner and outer radius, up to a radial distance

of 500 m from the lightning ground impact location. Second, for each collecting ring,

the energy distribution of photons is calculated and normalized to unity. The spatially

averaged energy distribution is further derived by summing over the energy distributions

weighted by the density of detectors contained within each ring. Finally, the X-ray energy

spectra that would be measured by TERA are obtained by folding the averaged energy

distribution with the response matrix of unshielded TERA detectors. The formulas used

for the calculation of energy deposition [Arabshahi et al., 2015] and the convolution of the

photon energy distribution with the detector response matrix are presented in Appendix

A.

In the present work, we model an X-ray camera with an elevation angle of 45◦ and a

minimum energy threshold of 30 keV [Dwyer et al., 2011] for two locations: 44 m and 150

m horizontally from the lightning ground impact location. More precisely, we accumulate
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photons at ground level over concentric rings at radial distances between 43 and 45 m,

and 149 and 151 m for the locations of 44 m and 150 m, respectively. The X-ray images

are simulated using 88×88 numerical grid points (i.e., pixels) for a field of view between

±44◦ in both vertical and horizontal directions, providing an angular resolution of 1◦×1◦.

Note that, different from the X-ray camera modeled in the present study, the field of view

for XCAM is ±38◦ in vertical and horizontal directions, with an angular resolution of 4◦ to

8◦, and XCAM was pointed at the lightning channel with an elevation angle of 49◦ during

the event reported in [Dwyer et al., 2011]. Future measurements can be compared with

present results by integrating the simulated X-ray images with the knowledge about the

angular resolution of the instrument used. In order to investigate the Compton scattering

effects and the evolution of X-ray images, X-ray images are calculated for leader steps at

a few representative altitudes close to the ground.

For each photon collected within the concentric ring, we assume that the photon is

detected by an above-mentioned X-ray camera that is pointed at the lightning channel.

The normal vector of the detector surface and the instrument field of view in vertical and

horizontal directions are first identified based on the location of X-ray detection. Owing

to the advantage of Monte Carlo simulation, the trajectory of the incident photon can be

readily derived with the knowledge about its position before being detected. The incident

trajectory is then projected in the field-of-view planes and the incident angles are further

estimated as the angles between the projections and the normal vector of the detector

surface. Finally, we estimate the energy deposition in different pixels using the incident

angles and plot the X-ray images. Note that the X-ray images presented in this work are

vertically reversed and the response function of the XCAM detectors is not considered.
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3. Results

Figure 1b shows the comparison of X-ray energy spectra between TERA measurements

during event MSE 10-01 and present modeling results. The TERA measurements are

obtained from [Schaal et al., 2012]. Present results are calculated by modeling the X-

ray production by stepping lightning leaders with two potential drops: 10 MV and 50

MV. The 10 MV leader is assumed to propagate from 376 m altitude to 6 m above

the ground with a step length of 10 m, while the 50 MV leader propagates from 376

m altitude to 36 m above the ground with a step length of 20 m. The energy spectra

derived without convolution have also been presented to show the effects of the response

matrix of unshielded TERA detectors. Although the observed energy spectra correspond

to the measurements during only one natural −CG event, TERA data lie well between

the two leader potential drops. The spectral hardness in the energy range below 1 MeV

is also fairly consistent with TERA measurements. Given the difference at energies above

1 MeV, TERA-measured energy spectra can be best explained using a potential drop

between 10 and 50 MV. In order to evaluate the goodness of agreement with observational

data for different normalization factors, the least square method is used and the curves

shown in Figure 1b are the best fit found. The best agreement with TERA measurements

taking into account the detector response is obtained by assuming that ∼1010 photons

with energies above 10 keV are produced by the lightning leader with a potential drop of

10 MV. Given these uncertainties, the possible range of number of photons with energy

greater than 10 keV produced by the 10 MV leader goes from ∼3×109 to ∼3.8×1010.

The comparison of deposited energy with TERA measurements during MSE 10-01 is

presented in Figure 1c. The shaded area indicates the uncertainty of the number of
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energetic photons produced during the negative corona flash stage of the 10 MV lightning

leader. As obtained above through the comparison between modeled and observed spectra,

3×109 to 3.8×1010 photons with energies above 10 keV are considered to be produced at

each step. The solid curve represents the best fit to TERA measurements determined by

calculating the sum of squared residuals between natural logarithms of modeling results

and observational data. It is obtained by assuming that the 10 MV leader produces

∼2.2×1010 photons with energies above 10 keV, which is consistent, in terms of order

of magnitude, with the range assumed by Celestin et al. [2015] based on the results

reported in [Saleh et al., 2009; Dwyer et al., 2010; Schaal et al., 2012]. This photon

number corresponds to a production of ∼1011 thermal runaway electrons by the 10 MV

leader. Given that the aluminum box outside the TERA detectors and the instrumental

effects (e.g., the dead time and pulse pileup effects) are not considered in this work,

present results of deposited energy agree in terms of order of magnitude with TERA

measurements. We emphasize that the choice of step length determines the total number

of leader steps during the stepping process and the total population of bremsstrahlung

X-rays produced, and hence the total energy deposition in ground-based detectors. Note

that the TERA-measured energy deposition is heavily saturated in the radial distance

range between 50 m and 250 m [Schaal et al., 2012]. With the fact of heavy saturation

taken into account, the true energy deposition during MSE 10-01 could agree even better

with present results.

The left panels of Figure 2 show the positions of X-rays produced by a 10 MV lightning

leader at different altitudes corresponding to their last scattering before being detected

by an X-ray camera located at (44 m, 0, 0) and, similarly, the right panels show those
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for the X-ray camera located at (150 m, 0, 0). The blue square denotes the location

of the X-ray camera and the vertical blue line represents the 10 MV lightning leader.

This figure illustrates the spatial distribution of X-rays at the locations of their last

scattering collisions before being measured by the camera and is derived from Monte Carlo

simulations of 5×107 photons with energies above 10 keV produced by leader steps in the

left panels, while 109 photons are used for the right panels. One sees clearly from this figure

that photons captured by the camera mainly consist of two groups: unscattered photons

originating from the source region in front of the lightning leader tips, and photons recently

scattered by air molecules in the region near the detector. Only those scattered photons

in the nearby region of the detector can be captured after a single free path because the

distance between these photons and the detector is shorter than or comparable to the

mean free path.

Modeling results of X-ray images that would be measured using ideal detectors at ground

level during the stepping process of a 10 MV lightning leader are presented in Figure 3.

The middle panels show X-ray images at the radial distance of 44 m from the lightning

ground impact location and the bottom panels show those at 150 m. 2521 m and 8594 m

represent the maximum altitudes that the modeled X-ray camera can observe at 44 m and

150 m, respectively. The top panels show the region of the maximum energy deposition

in the modeled X-ray images at the radial distance of 44 m. Each panel is a zoom-in view

of the X-ray source region with 17×11 pixels (1◦×1◦). Due to the nonuniform spatial

resolution of the modeled X-ray camera, the vertical dimension of each panel, as labeled,

is different, although the horizontal dimension is the same (∼13 m). The images are

obtained by accumulating all possible X-rays from a given leader step (1011 photons with
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energy >10 keV are produced per step) at ground level until no photons are present in

the simulation. It takes up to a few µs for all the X-rays, emitted after the formation of a

new leader step, to be absorbed by the atmosphere, which is much shorter than the time

interval between two leader steps. For example, the time interval between typical leader

steps is ∼24 µs if we consider a step length of 10 m and a leader speed of 4.22×105 m/s,

as representative of natural −CGs [e.g., Rakov and Uman, 2003, Table 1.1].

With the difference of angular resolution between the simulated camera and XCAM

taken into account, the energy deposition in simulated X-ray images at the radial distance

of 44 m is one order of magnitude higher than the XCAM measurements reported in

[Dwyer et al., 2011, Figure 8]. The difference is due partly to the longer exposure time

used for modeling X-ray images, and partly to the fundamentally different dynamics

between triggered lightning discharges and natural −CG events. The shielding of XCAM

and the detector response are not considered in the present calculation. In addition, we

observe that the brightest pixels always locate the X-ray-emitting region, even when the

camera is located 150 m away from the lightning discharge.

Apart from this feature, the X-ray images of different leader steps are not self-similar,

as better illustrated in those measured at the radial distance of 44 m. First, as the leader

descends, the intensity of the brightest pixel is not increasing monotonically, although the

distance between the leader tip and the X-ray camera is continuously decreasing. The

maximum deposited energy in X-ray images first intensifies from 22 MeV to 47.5 MeV

when the leader propagates from 120 m to 40 m, and then drops to 10.5 MeV in the last

frame. This quantity is presented separately in Figure 4b. We emphasize that this trend is

in line with XCAM observations during triggered lightning discharges [e.g., Dwyer et al.,
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2011, Figure 8; Schaal et al., 2014, Figure 13]. Second, photons originating from lightning

leaders at high altitudes are captured as a bright spot in X-ray images. As the leader

propagates downward, the bright spot gradually enlarges and evolves into a half ellipsoid

structure. This structure has a width of ∼12 m, comparable to the wide lateral spraying

distribution of X-rays measured by XCAM during event UF 11-35 [Schaal et al., 2014,

Figure 13].

For a given flux of X-rays produced at the same altitude, the number of collisions that

photons undergo is roughly proportional to the distance that they traverse, as shown

in Figure 4a. Figure 4a presents the average number of Compton collisions that X-rays

produced by leader steps at different altitudes experience before being detected at two

locations: 44 m and 150 m away from the lightning ground impact location. One sees, from

the results at 44 m, that photons produced by leader steps at relatively higher altitudes

would experience more collisions before being registered by detectors at the same radial

distance. Likewise, photons originating from leader steps at the same altitude are more

severely scattered before arriving at further distances. More Compton scatterings by air

molecules result in more energy deposition along the path of X-rays, thereby significantly

softening the corresponding energy distribution [e.g., Xu et al., 2014] and reducing the

brightness of X-ray images, as evident in Figure 4b. Figure 4b shows the maximum

energy deposition in one pixel (with an angular resolution of 1◦×1◦) produced by leader

steps at different altitudes for X-ray images that would be measured at 44 m and 150 m

away from the lightning discharge. Besides the difference in intensity, we observe clearly

the above-mentioned nonmonotonic behavior of the maximum deposited energy in X-ray

images.
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4. Discussion

The good agreement obtained between TERA measurements and present modeling

results, as shown in Figure 1b, supports the X-ray production mechanism by thermal

runaway electrons [Celestin and Pasko, 2011]. The number of energetic photons produced

by the 10 MV leader, as derived from the comparison with the energy spectrum and

deposited energy measured during MSE 10-01, is also consistent with that assumed by

Celestin et al. [2015] based on the results reported in [Saleh et al., 2009; Dwyer et al.,

2010; Schaal et al., 2012]. However, only the TERA measurements during event MSE

10-01 have been investigated. Further comparison with the cumulative energy spectra of

X-ray emissions from natural −CG events would provide more insightful information. In

the mechanism of X-ray production by thermal runaway electrons, the maximum energy

of bremsstrahlung X-rays resulting from stepping leaders is controlled by the potential

drop in the leader tip region that is available for thermal runaway electrons. Celestin

et al. [2015] have revealed the close relation between the potential drop and X-ray energy

spectrum: as the potential drop in the vicinity of lightning leader tip increases, the resul-

tant X-ray bursts, as well as the energy spectrum, become more energetic [Celestin et al.,

2015, Figure 3]. Based on this relation and the agreement between TERA measurements

and the thermal runaway mechanism shown in Figure 1b, we suggest that ground-based

X-ray measurements can be used to estimate the approximate range of potential drop of

the causative lightning leader.

X-ray images reflect the projection of the spatial distribution of X-rays before being

measured in a plane that is parallel to the detector plane. X-rays, before being absorbed

by the atmosphere, are mostly distributed in the altitude range below the leader tip, while
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a small fraction of them can be backscattered to altitudes even higher than the source.

A direct comparison between Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows that unscattered photons

lead to the bright spot in X-ray images and the “halo” structure around the bright spot

mirrors the spatial distribution of scattered photons. Modeling results suggest that the

diffuse emission pattern observed by XCAM could be produced similarly by the detection

of heavily scattered photons, i.e., the Compton scattering effects. Nevertheless, at the

radial distance of 150 m, this “halo” structure is washed out by the increasing number of

Compton scatterings that photons experience and becomes less prominent.

The brightest pixels in X-ray images always pinpoint the source region. For leader

steps at low altitudes, unscattered photons dominate the X-ray image and the bright

spot illuminates the X-ray-emitting region. For example, the half ellipsoid structure in

the X-ray image corresponding to the radial distance of 44 m and the leader altitude of

6 m as shown in Figure 3. As for leader steps at relatively high altitudes, the portion

of unscattered photons in X-ray images decreases and the portion of scattered photons

increases. The X-ray source region would be slightly broadened by the Compton scattering

effects. However, due to the large spatial area of observation for pixels corresponding to

high altitudes, this effect is not obvious in the X-ray image.

The energy deposition in the brightest pixel of X-ray images is not changing monotoni-

cally. This is because the energy deposition in X-ray images is determined not only by the

distance between the source and detectors, but also by the beaming of source photons.

As the lightning leader propagates downward, the number of photons that arrive at the

X-ray imager first increases due to the reduction of the distance between the source and

detectors. This quantity then sharply decreases since the portion of the source photon
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beam that is covered by the instrument field of view dramatically reduces. That is, when

the lightning leader is close to the ground, which is assumed to be a perfectly absorb-

ing boundary, a significant amount of source photons would reach closer radial distances

and only those that are emitted within the observation cone of the X-ray camera can be

recorded.

As shown in Figure 3, the diffuse emission pattern as observed in X-ray images dur-

ing triggered lightning discharges [Schaal et al., 2014] can be explained by the Compton

scatterings that X-rays experience. The X-ray source region in front of lightning leader

tips would be naturally captured as a compact emission pattern in X-ray images. The

emission of bremsstrahlung photons, after being produced by a leader step, into the lower

atmosphere is similar to an optical thick target experiment. These photons are heavily

scattered by air molecules and a small portion of them could even bounce back to alti-

tudes higher than the source. In this regard, modeling results suggest that the upward

moving diffuse glow measured during UF 11-35 [Schaal et al., 2014, Figure 13] is likely

due to the back scattering of X-ray bursts by the lower atmosphere. Moreover, results

show that X-ray images with higher spatial and energy resolutions would be desirable for

the determination of the altitude and size of the X-ray-emitting region, as well as the

underlying acceleration processes of energetic electrons.

Appendix A: Detector Response

In this appendix, we describe how the detector response matrix of TERA is used in

the calculation of X-ray energy spectra. The convolution of the averaged photon energy

distribution with the response matrix of unshielded TERA detectors is performed using

the following equation [e.g., Knoll , 2010, p. 704]:
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S(εi) =

∫
R(εi, εp)f(εp)dεp

∆εi
(1)

where εp is the energy of the incident photon, εi is the internal energy of channel i

in TERA detectors, f(εp) is the spatially averaged energy distribution calculated using

Monte Carlo simulations with the unit of eV−1m−2, S(εi) is the X-ray energy spectra

in units of eV−1m−2 that would be measured by TERA detectors, and R(εi, εp) is the

detector response matrix, which represents the probability that a photon with an energy

within dεp of εp leads to a pulse with an amplitude within ∆εi of εi. Specifically, dεp is

the energy difference between two adjacent energy grid points used for sampling incident

photons and ∆εi is the energy difference between two internal energy channels (i.e., ∆εi

= εi+1 − εi). As we see from the comparison shown in Figure 1b, the detector response

softens the X-ray energy spectra in the range above ∼100 keV.

To calculate the energy deposition presented in Figure 1c, we first convert each photon

collected within a given ring into the energy deposition in TERA detectors. The total

energy deposition is then divided by the area of the ring in order to compare with TERA

measurements. The energy that is deposited into TERA detectors by an incident photon

with an energy εp is calculated using the following formula [Arabshahi et al., 2015]:

εdep(εp) =
∑
i

R(εi, εp)εi (2)
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Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the simulation domain used for modeling X-ray images. (b) Comparison

of X-ray energy spectra between TERA measurements during event MSE 10-01 and present

modeling results. The results are obtained by modeling the X-ray production during the stepping

process of lightning leaders with two potential drops: 10 MV and 50 MV. (c) Comparison of

deposited energy between TERA measurements during event MSE 10-01 and present modeling

results. The solid curve represents the best fit to TERA measurements and the shaded area

indicates the range of photon number produced by the 10 MV lightning leader as estimated from

the comparison of X-ray energy spectrum. TERA measurements are obtained from [Schaal et al.,

2012].
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Figure 2. Last scattering positions of X-rays produced by a 10 MV lightning leader at (a) 120

m, (b) 40 m, (c) 15 m, and (d) 6 m altitude before being measured by an X-ray camera located

at (44 m, 0, 0). Last scattering positions of X-rays produced by a 10 MV lightning leader at

(e) 120 m, (f) 40 m, (g) 15 m, and (h) 6 m altitude before being measured by an X-ray camera

located at (150 m, 0, 0). The blue square denotes the location of the modeled X-ray camera and

the vertical blue line represents the 10 MV lightning leader.
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Figure 3. X-ray images that would be measured using ideal detectors at ground level during

the stepping process of a 10 MV lightning leader. The middle panels show the X-ray images

at a radial distance of 44 m from the lightning ground impact location and the bottom panels

show those at 150 m. The altitudes of leader steps are labeled in the upper right corner of

each panel. The top panels are the zoom-in view, with 17×11 pixels, of the X-ray source region

in the modeled X-ray images at the radial distance of 44 m. The elevation angle of the X-ray

camera is 45◦ and the instrument field of view is ±44◦ in both vertical and horizontal directions

with an angular resolution of 1◦×1◦. Note that the response function of XCAM detectors is not

considered.
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Figure 4. (a) Average number of collisions that X-rays produced by leader steps at different

altitudes experience before being detected at two locations: 44 m and 150 m away from the

lightning ground impact location. (b) Maximum energy deposition in one pixel (with an angular

resolution of 1◦×1◦) produced by leader steps at different altitudes for X-ray images that would

be measured at two locations: 44 m and 150 m away from the lightning ground impact location.
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